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American Fisheries Society Governing Board Meeting 
February 28 – March 1, 2017 

Mystic, Connecticut 

Minutes of the Meeting 
 

Participants 

Governing Board Members    

Joe Margraf – President 

Steve McMullin – President-Elect 

Jesse Trushenski – First Vice President 

Scott Bonar – Second Vice President 

Ron Essig – Immediate Past President 

Jason Vokoun – President, Northeastern Division 

Justin Davis – President-elect, Northeastern Division 

Wes Porak - President Southern Division 

Craig Bonds – President-elect, Southern Division 

Cleve Steward –  President Western Division 

Laura Wildman – Bio-engineering Section, Past President (Proxy for Mike Garello) 

*  Mark Fincel, President-elect, Education Section 

Zach Penney – President, Equal Opportunities Section 

Lee Benaka – Past President, Estuaries Section (Proxy for Karin Limburg) 

Carl Kittel – President Fish Culture Section 

Tom Bigford - President, Fish Habitat Section 

Dave Groman – President, Fish Health Section 

Ken Kurzawski – President, Fisheries Administration Section 

*  Bill Stewart – President, Introduced Fish Section 

*  Cynthia Jones, President, Marine Fisheries Section 

Steve McCormicks – Past President, Physiology Section (Proxy for Susan Edwards) 

Julie Defilippi Simpson– Past President Fisheries Information and Technology Section  

Randy Schultz –  President, Fisheries Management Section 

Julie Claussen –  President, International Fisheries Section 

Keith Criddle –  President, Socioeconomics Section 

Clint Lloyd – President, Student subsection of the Fisheries Education Section 

Syma Ebbin – President-elect, Socioeconomic Section 

*  John Boreman – Constitutional Consultant (non-voting) 

Doug Austen – Executive Director (non-voting) 
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Emerging Leaders 

*  Patrick Shirey  

 

Guests 

Donna Parrish, AFS Past-President 

*  Joel Hoffman, Co-Chair, Membership Committee (only during committee presentation) 

 

AFS Staff: 

Dan Cassidy, Jessica Mosley, Eva Przygodzki, Martha Wilson, Shawn Johnston, Katrina Dunn, 

Aaron Lerner    

 

* Indicates remote participant via conference line and GoToMeeting 

 

 

Minutes of the Meeting 

(Note that the meeting was digitally recorded and some sections have a time stamp associated with the recording 

to allow for note development) 

1. Quorum confirmed by Boreman and called to order at 8:00 a.m. on March 1, 2017, by 

Margraf. 

 

2. Announcement of Proxies 

a. Laura Wildman – Bio-engineering Section, Past President (Proxy for Mike Garello) 

b. Steve McCormicks – Past President, Physiology Section (Proxy for Susan Edwards)  

c. Lee Benaka – Past President, Estuaries Section (Proxy for Karin Limburg) 

 

3. Approval of Agenda 

Approved by unanimous consent 

 

4. Approval of Minutes – August 2016 Governing Board Meeting, Kansas City, MO 

Approved by unanimous consent  

 

5. AFS publications workshop – Governing Board input on future of AFS publications 

(Attachment 1) 

 

AFS Publications Director Aaron Lerner described the reasons for holding a facilitated 

publications workshop, to be held May 16-17, 2017 in Reno, NV. About 26 participants have 

been invited, including representatives from the Publications Overview Committee, journal 

editorial boards, officers, staff, and other AFS members (including early career members).   
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A planning team has been formed to help gather data, coordinate the workshop design, 
propose issues to be discussed, and design a survey of members regarding AFS publications. 

 
The preliminary list of issues to be discussed at the workshop include the overall role of AFS 
journals, importance (or unimportance) of journal impact factors, shortening journal time to 
publication, establishing a joint AFS/Wildlife Society journal, establishing an online open-
access journal for the lay audience, possible co-publishing of two Federal agency 
publications, challenges and opportunities of the AFS books program, and implementing a 
Federal/State gray literature database. 
 
Various discussions on the proposed topics of the workshop ensued.  Key points included: 

 There is a need to engage with NOAA about possible joint publication of their 
journals (Marine Fisheries Review and Fisheries Bulletin).  AFS has approached 
NOAA in the past (7-8 years ago) and should engage in discussions with them again 
to assess interest in possible collaboration.  

 Grey literature database and member access was widely seen as a positive activity 
for AFS that would address the needs of agency biologist.  Suggestion to link with 
Canadian fisheries literature which is widely available through an open web site.  
Some states (e.g. Texas) do already have reports available and a link to their 
material from the AFS web site would be helpful.  Some sections (e.g., 
Bioengineering) have a literature database in place and have worked with university 
partners to make their information available. 
 
 

6. Membership challenges and programs for 2017 – report from AFS Membership 

Committee and staff (Attachment 2) 

 

AFS Membership Committee (co-chairs by Doug Workman and Joel Hoffman) work closely 

with the AFS staff work team on membership issues.  The membership renewal cycle was 

reviewed and includes about six contacts from AFS officers to members starting in early 

October and running through the first several months of the next year.  Key points: 

 Retention rates are increasing which is an improvement for AFS, whereas national 

trends are lower. 

 Membership numbers frequently reflect that size of attendance at the annual 

meeting.  

 Joel Hoffman reviewed the membership PowerPoint presentation developed by Jim 

Bowker (with assistance from a various AFS members).  The presentation has been 

given at a number of Division and Chapter meetings with good success.  Comments 

on presentation included: 

o Good presentation but can be improved with more visuals, less text and 

delivered in an exciting and engaging way.  Too U.S. centric and need to 

include Canadian and Mexican membership options.  Timing of presentation 
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is also important.  Stay away from business meeting where most participants 

are already members and find a time during the meeting where a more 

complete audience is available.  

o Possibly video companion would be very well received. 

o Should create a student presentation, possibly by students, to be delivered at 

student subunit meetings.  Need to add student representation to the 

Membership committee 

o Information on Section meetings should be shared with audience during 

presentations of PowerPoint 

 Need to explore membership renewal dates for students.  The academic year starts 

in September and first meetings of student units are often about that time.  It would 

be helpful to have new memberships linked to the academic year for particularly 

undergraduate students. 

 AFS should explore reaching out to non-tradition but aquatic-related organizations 

to explore expanding membership opportunities. 

 Making the Fish Health Section affiliate membership easier to access on the AFS web 

site would be helpful.  There are many veterinarians and others who are interested 

in FHS membership but have a hard time finding the membership information. 

 Remote access to AFS meetings was also suggested for further exploration.  The real 

challenge of travel approval, particularly out-of-state, will continue to be 

problematic and AFS should examine if remote participation is viable. 

 

7. Draft Plan-of-work by Steve McMullin and Diversity Discussion (Attachment 3) 

  McMullin 

a. McMullin reviewed his proposed plan of work and noted that item #3 addressed the 

need to start thinking about the next AFS strategic plan.  The current plan expires in 

2010 which suggests that work on the plan should start in 2018.  McMullin will 

establish a special committee for strategic planning and is seeking interested 

members to participate. 

b. Student involvement in as many committees as possible will also be a focus for 

McMullin as he establishes new committees for the 2017-2018 year. 

c. Communication of science to a broader public will be an area of interest.  The focus 

will be on how we communicate to a non-technical audience and policy-makers. 

d.  Diversity in the fisheries profession will be a key aspect of McMullin’s plan of work.  

This will, by necessity, be a multiyear approach and look at building a better pipeline 

for carrying young people through initial engagement at the high school or earlier 

level, through college and graduate school and to employment.  This clearly includes 

expansion of the Hutton program but much more needs to be done. 

e. AFS involvement with the Diversity Joint Venture (DJV) will be continued and will be 

helpful in the expanded diversity effort. 
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Zach Penney 

a. The AFS Equal Opportunity Section is actively engaged in this effort and the incoming 

EOS president, April Croxton, is on the DJV board. 

b. AFS has held regularly held workshops or symposia on diversity and inclusion going 

back to at least the Seattle AFS meeting. 

c. EOS is working on a workshop for the Tampa meeting on “Unintential Bias” to better 

understand promote diversity in AFS.  The overall goal is to promote ethical and 

generational diversity in the profession.  

d. A regular symposium will also be held at the Tampa meeting titled, “Harnessing the 

power of diversity and inclusion.”  Also, it was noted that the Oregon chapter annual 

meeting in 2017 will be focused on diversity. 

e. AFS needs to work on developing better data on membership diversity.  Current AFS 

membership data is self-reporting and voluntary and is likely inaccurate and 

incomplete.   

 

Comments 

a. AFS should emphasize the value and need of good demographics information on the 

membership renewal web page in order to support more complete data collection.  If 

members recognize that the information will be used to better understand AFS 

membership and support diversity efforts, it was suggested that the user may be 

more likely to complete the information on race and gender. 

b. Engaging student units as a vehicle for reaching out to minority schools or to youth in 

general would be a good opportunity. 

c. Next mid-year Governing Board meeting has options for locating with the Southern 

Division in San Juan, PR, or with the Western Division in Anchorage (May 2018), or 

January 28-31, 2018, in Milwaukee, WI. 

 

 

8. Section and Division engagement in Policy and Communications support (recording time 

stamp 4:53) 

 

a. The AFS Policy Director (Tom Bigford), jointly with the AFS Communications Director 

(Martha Wilson), led a GB discussion about administrative revisions to the AFS 

Procedures Manual and website to reflect decisions on AFS policy at the Kansas City 

meeting in 2016. (Attachment 4). The changes were needed to ensure our guidance 

and procedures mirrored our intentions. The Management Committee approved the 

following motion on March 17, voting to recommend that the GB approve the 

proposed changes: 
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Motion:  Approve the changes to the AFS Procedures Manual proposed by AFS staff 

that will align the procedures with the policy program priorities approved by the 

Governing Board in Kansas City in 2016. (Summary of changes and links to full 

documents is found in Attachment 5) 

Background: The AFS Policy Director and Resource Policy Committee have been 

guided by past Governing Board directions to revise the entire AFS policy process. This 

has resulted in a series of significant updates to the various documents that guide the 

AFS policy process.  At its most recent meeting on 17 February 2017, the 

Management Committee voted to recommend that the Governing Board approve the 

proposed changes.  

Motion made by Bigford; 2nd by Trushenski.  Motion adopted by unanimous consent. 

 

b. As AFS shifts into policy implementation, one immediate need is the technical 

capacity to enable AFS to engage on its priority policy issue (Attachment 6).  The AFS 

Policy Staff focused on identifying representatives from most if not all AFS sections 

and each division to serve as the new Resource Policy Committee. With those 

delegates to our regional structure and topical expertise, the RPC will be positioned 

to provide technical expertise on AFS priorities. That plan was approved and is being 

implemented. Tom will work with Martha to communicate our needs to AFS sections 

and divisions. 
 

9. WOTUS and AFS policy – Developing an action plan for addressing federal administration 

actions (Attachment 7) (recording time stamp 5:28) 

    

Austen presentation reviewed the various institutions and conservation groups who are 

involved in the development of policy recommendations.  This led to an open discussion of 

the Governing Board on how to best position AFS to be effective in conveying science and 

policy to elected officials, partners, and the public.  General comments includes: 

a. Steward initiated a discussion of the need for AFS to be engaged in the nations’ 

discussions on fisheries and environmental policy.  To be effective, AFS needs to be 

focused, find champions in the legislative body, not stray into areas where emotion 

drives the discussion.  Challenge is to find the best means to describe and support 

science conclusions, particularly on the WOTUS rule challenge by the White House 

administration. 

b. Working with effective partners will be critical to ensuring that messages have 

greater likelihood to be received.  

c. Trushenski - AFS needs to engage effectively with Congressional members but a key 

message is through their constituents.  A key part of this is providing compelling, 

science-based information on the value of resources such as clean water.  
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d. Bonar – Noted the need for scientists to be more vocal about the importance of 

science to society and the fundamental economic contribution of science.  Would 

AFS be willing and able to more regularly provide these messages to its members? 

e. Question was asked whether or not AFS would ever be more involved in legal 

challenges.  Not necessarily as a lead plaintiff but in some ways to provide support, 

assistance, or otherwise provide science counsel.  It was noted that the Society for 

Wetland Science did develop an amicus brief on WOTUS.  Possibly, AFS could position 

itself to be a provider of expert science counsel to others working on legal efforts. 

f. AFS and others should revisit the advertising approaches used back during the 

original clean water act campaigns with compelling visuals of polluted waters and 

dead and dying fish. 

g. AFS needs to be careful to not respond irrationally or in a knee-jerk manner.  We 

should be deliberative and thoughtful in taking positions. 

h. AFS should reach out and engage more traditional angler groups to assist in 

conveying the message of the value of clean water.  They recognize the importance 

and have the ability to access an immense audience of motivated members. 

 

10. Governing Board Reporting Tool (recording time 6:35) 

a. Trushenski provided an online overview of the features of the Governing Board 

Reporting Tool (GBRT) that is on track to be in use for submission of reports for the 

AFS Tampa meeting.  One of the primary values of the GBRT will be to more 

accurately compile the society’s totality of programs and value that members receive 

including statistics like the number of meetings and attendance, continuing 

education course presented and other activities. 

b. The Governing Board engaged in a wide ranging discussion of the GBRT including the 

following points: 

i. Request for an outline of the type of information that units should be 

collecting in order to successfully complete the report.  This should be 

available in the instructions that will be developed for the GBRT. 

ii. GBRT is intended for all AFS units – Divisions, Chapters, and Sections.  

Currently access will be made only for the unit leader but additional 

access may be explored in the future.  Some discussion revolved around 

the need or desire to have individual chapter reports and this will be 

further explored.  It was also noted that some chapters meet jointly and 

even with chapters in multiple Divisions. 

iii. Discussion explored the use of the GBRT as a tool for storage of historic 

documents for the units.  While this wasn’t the original intent of the tool, 

it may be a possible option for future development of the tool.  Storage 

issues would need to be addressed but likely would not be a major 

obstacle. 
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iv. Issue was raised of the need to create a better system of compiling all 

historic records such as Management Committee, Governing Board, 

records of Division and others.  The GBRT was not designed for that but 

AFS does keep electronic records of all society level meetings.  NCD keeps 

all documents on a Google drive.  Developing a more common system 

across AFS would be helpful.  However, the GBRT was primarily designed 

to address collection, storage, summary and analysis of more 

quantitative information that pertains to tracking progress relative to the 

AFS Strategic Plan. 

v. Przygodzki provided an overview of the AFS “Dashboard” which 

summarizes and presents critical AFS data from iMIS. This includes 

membership statistics, annual meeting registration, and other data.  

Currently this is only available to staff but will be provided to AFS leaders 

and Governing Board members in the future. 

 

11. AFS Development plan, upcoming activities and responsibilities of the GB (Attachment 8) 
(recording time approximately 7:32) 

 

a. AFS Development Director, Katrina Dunn, provided and overview of the AFS 

fundraising program.  Several individual fundraising appeals have been deployed, AFS 

is a part of the Combined Federal Appeal, enrolled in Amazon Smile and other 

programs. 

b. The AFS website has been improved to allow easier access to donation options and 

descriptions of the various programs for members and others to donate. 

c. Dunn led the Governing Board through a series of exercises to engage them in 

development activities.  Question #1 focused on potential funding priority areas 

include: 

i. Hutton program 

ii. Student travel to AFS meetings at all levels (National, Division, Section, 

Chapters).  National office could offer matching funds to units who offer 

travel funding scholarships 

iii. Support AFS policy efforts to convey science to decision-makers (elected 

officials, staff, key public) 

iv. Resources to assist units with web site content management and posting 

of materials. 

v. Grand challenges in fisheries events (Jason Vokoun) – Create forum or 

events to bring together key groups of people to focus attention on grand 

challenge issues.  Example is the National Socio Environmental Synthesis 

Center (https://www.sesync.org/ ) 

https://www.sesync.org/
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vi. Support mentorship opportunities 

vii. Support professionally done online webinars and other training 

opportunities. 

d. Dunn posed a second question on the role of Governing Boards in fundraising.   

Board Source provides a list of 10 Basic Responsibilities of Non-Profit Boards (see 

Attachment 9 for additional information and web link). One of these 10 fundamental 

roles is fundraising.  Question is what would AFS GB members provide funds 

i. Support for science conveyance to policy-makers, elected officials, etc. 

Example is AAAS embarking upon an aggressive fundraising campaign to 

support their science policy efforts. 

ii. AFS could explore a levy or additional charge to members to support 

critical programs. 

iii. The Combined Federal Appeal needs to be more actively marketed to 

members and others. 

e. Dunn reviewed the fundraising cycle -  

i. Developing a list of fundraising contacts is a critical need.  Dunn asked the 

Governing Board members to each consider identifying three people who 

they would be willing to identify to approach for fundraising. 

ii. Cultivation – is being willing to build a relationship with a potential donor 

and even be willing to host them for a discussion, field tour, or other 

activity that will lead them toward potential future donations.  One 

suggestion was that AFS could work on a commission basis to fundraise 

for units who are wanting to host events (example was Fish Health 

meeting by Dave Groman).  It was also noted that AFS needs to better 

market itself as an organization that accomplishes work that people want 

to support.  

iii. Planned giving needs to be expanded. 

iv. We tend to hit the same groups time and again (e.g. Bass Pro Shops) and 

need to find new sources and local and regional corporations.  Also need 

to develop more consistent funding partnerships where this an annual 

expectation of giving. 

v. AFS should be more effective and telling a story of return on investment 

to possible funders. 

vi. Trushenski asked about the AFS fundraising policy and any limitations or 

guidance on limitations.  The policy does engage the Management 

Committee to provide boundaries and is a source for approval as defined 

in the policy. 
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12. Staff updates: (Attachment 9) (recording time stamp 8:26) 

a. Hutton, Certification, and Continuing Education (Jessica Mosely, presenter) – simple 

and quick update provide from PowerPoint in Attachment 10.  Key issues included: 

i. Finding more stable Hutton funding solutions – Hutton program has no 

endowment and relies solely upon annual funding or some multi-year 

cooperative agreements for funding. 

ii. Need to better estimate AFS Hutton staff costs (including basic 

administrative costs such as financial tracking) to reduce the current 

overhead.  Current total Hutton cost is $6,680 with $4,000 of that for the 

scholar summer salary. 

iii. Would like to build a Hutton reserve fund to reduce the cyclical nature of 

Hutton funds.  One option is to seek more regional sources of funds (e.g., 

Power companies) where Hutton Scholars could be targeted to be 

located in those service areas. 

iv. Hutton needs include recruiting Hutton scholars through identifying 

schools and lead teacher contacts.  Hutton mentors are needed and AFS 

leadership is requested to help find mentors. 

v. Suggestion was made to essentially run a “capital campaign” to support 

Hutton and create, in essence, an endowment.  Options may include 

contacting every university with fisheries program to solicit donation.   

vi. Hutton in Canada and Mexico may provide opportunity for growth.  

Suggestion was that Quebec Hydro could be approached to support 

Hutton. 

b. Unit support – web, financial and meeting planning – simple and quick update 

provide from PowerPoint in Attachment 10 

 

 

13. Report of the Constitutional Consultant - Motions for consideration 

a. Science Communications Section 

Motion:  Approve the bylaws and send the proposal for a new Science 

Communications Section out for AFS membership vote. 

 

Background:  The Management Committee approved the bylaws for the proposed 

Science Communication Section, and AFS staff is currently clearing the associated 

petition signed by at least 100 AFS members.  Once the petition is cleared, the 

package will be ready to send out to AFS members for approval, which is necessary 

because establishing a new section requires an amendment to the AFS Rules. 
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Motion made by Boreman; 2nd by Simpson.  Motion adopted by unanimous consent 

pending confirmation of petition submitted to AFS. 

 

b. AFS Fellows Committee as Standing Committee 

Motion:  Support amending the AFS Rules to establish the AFS Fellows Selection 

Committee as an AFS standing committee. 

 

Background:  The American Fisheries Society Fellows program was established by the 

American Fisheries Society in 2015 to honor AFS members who are recognized by 

their peers as distinguished for their outstanding and/or sustained contributions to 

the discipline, to help make outstanding AFS members more competitive for awards 

and honors when they are being compared with colleagues from other disciplines, 

and to support the advancement of AFS members to leadership positions in their 

own institutions and in the broader society.   

 

When the program was established, a Fellows Selection Committee was also 

established to receive nomination packets and elect deserving nominees as new 

Fellows.  This committee was established as a Special Committee as the program got 

started, but given the anticipated permanence of this program, the Fellows Selection 

Committee should transition to a standing committee.   

 

Motion made by Boreman; 2nd by McCormicks.  Motion adopted by unanimous 

consent. 

 

c. Election timing modification 

 

Motion:  The AFS Management Committee recommends that the AFS Governing 

Board suspend the AFS Rules and Procedures for the 2017 Officer election and 

temporarily replace them with a new election timeline that reduces the time period 

between distribution of the ballot and the annual meeting in Rules Section 3.b.i from 

90 days to 60 days and the AFS Procedures section on the AFS Nominating 

Committee reducing the time from publication of the candidate statement 

in Fisheries to the ballot distribution from 60 days to 45 days. 

 

Background:  The AFS Rules state that, “On or about April 1st of each year, but at least 

90 days before an annual Society meeting, the Executive Director shall provide all 

Active Members a printed or electronic ballot bearing nominations for President-

elect, First Vice-president, and Second Vice-president”.   Furthermore, AFS Procedures 

state that the slate of candidates must be announced at least 60 days before the 

election ballots are mailed.  With our annual meeting set for August 20 that means 
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that ballots have to be distributed by May 20 and the candidates should be 

announced by about March 20.  Due to unforeseen delays, the Nominating 

Committee will not be able to get the candidate statements published until the April 

issue of Fisheries, which is out of compliance with the AFS Rules and Procedures.  The 

shortening of the time frame detailed in the motion will ensure that the election is in 

compliance with AFS Rules and Procedures and will not, in any way, diminish the 

legitimacy of the election.   

 

Motion made by Boreman; 2nd by Essig.  Motion adopted by unanimous consent. 

 

d. Boreman reported that the Publications Overview Committee will have some 

language changes to their ethics guidelines.  These will be handled by an electronic 

vote. 

 

14. Report by the President – none provided due to time limitations 

 

15. Report by the Executive Director – none provided due to time limitations 

 

16. Additional old business – none  

 

17. New Business –  

a. Dave Groman provided a very brief PowerPoint on the International Symposium on 

Aquatic Health scheduled for September 2-6,2018, in Charlottetown, PEI, Canada 

(https://isaah2018.com/)  

b. Laura Wildman noted the next International Conference on Engineering and 

Ecohydrology for Fish Passage set for June 19-21, 2017, in Corvallis, OR  

(https://fishpassage.umass.edu/)  

c. 2018 International Conference on Engineering and Ecohydrology for Fish Passage is 

set for December 10-14, 2018, in New South Wales, Australia at the Albury 

Convention and Performing Arts Center.  

d. Southern Division Meeting in 2018 will be held in San Juan, Puerto Rico 

 

18. Adjourn – Meeting was adjourned at approximately 5:15 p.m. 

  

https://isaah2018.com/
https://fishpassage.umass.edu/
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Attachment 1 
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Attachment 3 

 
Draft Plan of Work 

President-Elect Steve McMullin 

August 2017-August 2018 

 

Presented to AFS Governing Board 

Mid-year Meeting 2017 

Mystic, CT 

 

 

I have identified three high-priority areas of focus for my term as president of AFS: 

 

1. Increasing diversity within the fisheries profession 

2. Communication of fisheries science to professionals, policy makers and the public 

3. Revision of the AFS Strategic Plan 

 

These three focus areas cross over several of the goal areas in the existing AFS Strategic Plan 

(2015-19).  I discuss each focus area in more detail below. 

 

1. Increasing diversity within the fisheries profession 

 

Although gender diversity has increased substantially in AFS during my career, women still 

represent only about 25% of AFS members.  Underrepresented racial and ethnic groups are even 

less well represented in our membership and the profession in general.  Through the Hutton 

Program, efforts of the AFS Equal Opportunity Section, and the Society’s recent participation in 

the Diversity Joint Venture, we have recognized the need for increasing diversity, but progress 

has come in small increments.  Increasing diversity in the fisheries profession is more than a 

desirable goal—it is necessary if the fisheries profession is going to remain relevant to future 

generations.  AFS is uniquely positioned to lead in diversity efforts because members of the 

Society cross over all employment sectors of the fisheries profession. 

 

Specific action proposed—Appoint a Special Committee for Workforce Diversity in 

Fisheries to develop a plan for “moving the needle” on diversity in the profession.  Goals 

of the plan will include significantly increasing recruitment of students and funding 

support for the Hutton program, working with university fisheries programs and potential 

funding sources to increase minority representation in fisheries programs at academic 

institutions, and working with employers to develop more effective programs for hiring 

more diverse fisheries professionals. 

 

2. Communicating fisheries science to professional and nontechnical audiences  
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This area of focus will continue to build upon the work in progress during President Joe 

Margraf’s term (and those of several previous presidents).  During my presidential term, we will 

begin implementing strategies for increasing relevance of AFS publications that will be 

identified during a special workshop scheduled for May 2017.  In addition, we must address the 

larger problem of ensuring that fisheries policy and management are informed by good science in 

an era of increasing disregard for science when it provides information that is not consistent with 

the desired outcomes of policy makers.   

 

Specific actions proposed—Implement strategies identified at the publications workshop. 

Actively disseminate science information needed to inform policy and management 

through the AFS Policy Program. Note that this does not mean that AFS will take sides in 

policy debates.  It means we will work to ensure that the science underlying policy and 

management decisions is shared publicly and widely to policy makers and the public. 

 

3. Revise the existing AFS Strategic Plan for the period 2020-24 

 

The existing AFS Strategic Plan covers the period 2015-19.  The process of developing a new 

plan is lengthy and we need to start soon to allow adequate time to draft a new plan, secure 

member input and adopt new plan for 2020-24. 

 

Specific action proposed—Appoint a Special Committee for Strategic Planning charged 

with reviewing progress in achieving goals and objectives of the current plan, securing 

member input into developing and drafting a new strategic plan and presenting the draft 

plan to the AFS Governing Board no later than the 2019 annual meeting in Reno, NV. 
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Attachment 5 

AFS Website Changes to Reflect Policy Program Approach as Approved by Governing Board in 2016 

 

    File 
information  
Document 

Web location Major changes TrackChanges file   Clean file 

1 Advocacy 
Guidelines 

http://fisheries.org/policy-
media/advocacy-guidelines/    

Edits throughout to reflect shift 
away from policy statements and 
to other products and activities. 

AFS Policy Process 
– Advocacy 
Guidelines 111516 
TrackChanges 
CCRev  

AFS Policy Process 
– Advocacy 
Guidelines 111516 
Clean 

2 Resource Policy 
Committee 

https://fisheries.org/about/committees/re
source-policy-committee/  

Added vice-chair position; listed 
AFS sections expected to identify 
a delegate to RPC. 

AFS Policy Process 
– Resource Policy 
Committee 
members 012917 
Track 
Changes.CCRev 

AFS Policy Process 
– Resource Policy 
Committee 
members 012917 
Clean 

3 Committees – 
Standing and 
Special 
Committees … 

http://fisheries.org/about/governance/pr
ocedures/standing-and-special-
committee/ 

Revised short piece on RPC to 
reflect new policy direction. 

AFS Policy Process 
– Committees 
012917 Track 
Changes CCRev 

AFS Policy Process 
– Committees 
012917 Clean 

4 AFS Procedures – 
Standing and 
Special 
Committees – 
RPC 

https://fisheries.org/about/governance/pr
ocedures/standing-and-special-
committee/ 

Clarified purpose, composition, 
and membership to reflect new 
policy directions. 

AFS Policy Process 
– Procedures – 
Standing and 
Special 
Committees 
013117 
TrackChanges 
CCrev 

AFS Policy Process 
– Procedures – 
Standing and 
Special 
Committees 
020217 

 

http://fisheries.org/policy-media/advocacy-guidelines/
http://fisheries.org/policy-media/advocacy-guidelines/
https://fisheries.org/about/committees/resource-policy-committee/
https://fisheries.org/about/committees/resource-policy-committee/
http://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/standing-and-special-committee/
http://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/standing-and-special-committee/
http://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/standing-and-special-committee/
https://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/standing-and-special-committee/
https://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/standing-and-special-committee/
https://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/standing-and-special-committee/
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5 AFS Procedures – 
Operational 
Policies and 
Procedures 

https://fisheries.org/about/governance/pr
ocedures/operational-policies-and-
procedures/  

Many changes to this guidance on 
developing policy products.  
 
NOTE: This document might need 
revisions elsewhere re “Society 
Advocacy and Unit Procedures” 

AFS Policy Process 
– Procedures – 
Operational 
Policies and 
Procedures 
020117 
TrackChanges 

AFS Policy Process 
– Procedures – 
Operational 
Policies and 
Procedures 
020217 

6 Policy Statements http://fisheries.org/policy-media/policy-
statements  

Update to clarify all policy 
statements are archived, with 
only Mining remaining valid. 

AFS Policy Process 
– Policy 
Statements 
012917 
TrackChanges 
CCRev 

AFS Policy Process 
– Policy 
Statements 
012917 Clean 

 

 Files in TrackChanges column have been reviewed and approved by John Boreman as AFS Constitutional Consultant. Hence the “CCRev” tail 

to some file names. 

 

 

https://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/operational-policies-and-procedures/
https://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/operational-policies-and-procedures/
https://fisheries.org/about/governance/procedures/operational-policies-and-procedures/
http://fisheries.org/policy-media/policy-statements
http://fisheries.org/policy-media/policy-statements
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